May 25th VOC Working Group Agenda

Roll call

Review of April 20th Meeting – Joan Niertit
- What’s changing for industry – 313 vs. other methods
- Why a pilot test?

SCAQMD Response to Comments – Joan Niertit
- American Coatings Association
- Dane Jones, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

Discussion – Joan Niertit/Open Floor
- Finalized sample types for pilot test
- Finalized number of samples for pilot test
- Finalized sample concentrations for pilot test

Documentation – Brad Parrack
- Phase One Guide
- M313 Instrument Configuration Guide
- Practical Preparation Guide for Instrument Optimization Mix (IOM)
- Prep + Discrimination Template
- Prep + Discrimination Examples
- Contact information

Discussion – Brad Parrack/Open Floor
- 1 week deadline for participation
- Timeline for completion of Phase One
- Set goals and date for next meeting